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In this paper we characterize the set of consumption allocations that belong to 
the core and show that for the case of one agent per generation and one good no 
monetary equilibrium is in the core. For economies with many goods we give 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we analyse overlapping-generations models from a game 
theoretical point of view. Specifically we character&e the set of con- 
sumption allocations that are in the core of the ec0nomy.l Since 
Samuelson’s [7] contribution overlapping-generations models have been 
seen as the appropriate framework in which the “social contrivance of 
money” can be emphasized. The introduction of fiat money permits the 
impIementations of Pareto-optimum allocations that could not have been 
reached in barter economies. The question arises of whether the institution 
of fiat money is a stable one, i.e., will not be refused by some agents. It 
turns out that in economies with one good per period no Pareto-optima 
“monetary” allocation can be in the core. This result is no longer true for 
economies with more than one good. With many goods we t?nd that there 

* This paper owes much to the discussions held at a workshop on overlapping-generations 
models with X. Calsamiglia, I. Fradera, A. Mas-Colell, T. Millan, J. Qliu, and C. Ponsati as 
regular co-participants. Responsibility for errors is solely mine. Financial support from the 
Instituto de Estudios Fiscales, Madrid, is gratefully acknowledged. 

i In independent research Chae [3] characterizes the core and bounded core in a similar 
model but with a continuum of agents. 
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exist bounds to the value of monetary transactions beyond which Pareto 
optimal monetary equilibria do not belong to the core. 

The paper is organized as follows. After introducing notation and some 
basic definitions we define the notions of blocking coalition and the core in 
Section 3. The next section is devoted to the characterization of the core in 
one-good and n-good economies. Section 5 introduces criteria for identify- 
ing those equilibria (either barter or monetary) that are in the core. In Sec- 
tion 6 we provide examples of economies with an empty core and obtain 
the set of endowment allocation sequences for which the core is non-empty. 
Finally, in Section 7 we prove that for all Pareto-optimum allocations that 
can be implemented as monetary equilibria there exists a feasible 
redistribution of endowments such that they do belong to the core and still 
can be implemented as monetary equilibria. 

2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 

The economy we shall analyse is similar to the one described in Balasko 
and Shell [ 11. There are n perishable commodities available at every date 
and there is no storage of commodities nor any other production activity. 
One consumer is born at each date, t, and lives for two periods, t and t + 1. 
Each generation is denoted by its birth date, t. At the beginning of this 
economy there exists a generation previously born at t = 0. 

Let c:+ Sat be the consumption of commodity i (i = 1, 2,..., n) in period 
t + s (s = 0, 1) by consumer t (t = 0, 1,2,...). Preferences of consumer t can 
be represented by a utility function u,: R2,” + R,, for t = 1,2,..., and 
u,,: R”, + R + for consumer t = 0, i.e., 

u*(cA t = 0, 1, 2 )...) 

where c,=ch= (c$l, ck* ,..., c$~)E R”+, for t =O, and c,= (c:, c:+‘)= 
(@ ,..., c?, c:+lJ ,..., c;+‘,“)E R2,“, for t= 1, 2... . 

Assumption 1. u, is strictly monotonic increasing in each argument, 
t = 0, 1) 2 )... . 

Each consumer has positive endowments of the goods during his lifetime, 

and 
w. = w; = (w$l, wk2,,.., ~3”) E R” + for t=O, 

w,= (w;, w;+‘)= (w;‘,..., w:‘“, w;+l,l,..., w:+~,“)ER~ 
for t= 1, 2,.... 

In this economy a consumption allocation is a sequence of consumption 
vectors specifying for each date the consumption of each agent existing in 
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the economy. A consumption allocation is then a sequence c = (c,, ci,...). 
We denote by C the set of all such sequences and by W the set of positive 
individual endowments sequences, w  = (w,,, w1 ,~..). 

DEFINITION 1. A consumption allocation c is feasible if for all t, 
t = 1, 2,..., 

f C,~l+C;~w~l+w~. 

Following Balasko and Shell [ 1 ] we shall now introduce the following 
definitions, concerning the optimality of consumption allocations. 

DEFINITION 2. The allocation c = (c,, c, ,..., c~,...) is Pareto-optimal 
(PO) if there is no C= (C,,, Cl ,..., C, ,...) E C such that 

(i) both c and C are feasible; and 
(ii) u,(C,) > u,(c,) for t= 0, 1, 2 ,..., with at least one strict inequality. 

DEFINITION 3. The allocation c = (c,, cI ,..., c,,...) is weakly Pareto- 
optimal (WPO) if there is no C = (Co, C, ,..., C ,,...) E C such that 

(i) both c and C are feasible; 
(ii) C, = c, except for a finite number of t; and 
(iii) u,(C,) b u,(c,) for t = 0, 1, 2 ,..., with at least one strict inequality. 

In the next section we shall make extensive use of the following 
definitions, which turn out to play a crucial role in characterizing the core 
of this economy. 

DEFINITION 4. We shall say that an allocation c is time-wise Pareto 
superior (TWPS) with respect to allocation C if 

(i) u,(c:, c:+‘) 3 u,(Cj, c:+‘) and 
(ii) u,(c:, c:+‘)>u,(c;, C:+’ ), for t = 1, 2:..., and u,(c:) > Use 

DEFINITION 5. The allocation c is time-wise individually rational (TM) if 
t is TWPS with respect to the endowments allocations sequence HJE W. 

DEFINITION 6. The allocation c is individuaIZy rational if it is Pareto 
superior with respect to the endowments sequence w  E W. 
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3. THE BARGAINING PROBLEM 

Consumption allocations can be viewed as the outcome of quantity 
bargaining. In this economy only two agents coexist at each period and 
their resources cannot be transferred from one period to the next. In some 
respects, this problem looks very much like finding a sequence of solutions 
to static, temporarily unconnected, bargaining problems with two agents 
and given joint endowments at every date. Yet one of the two agents will 
survive until the end of the next period and this opens new possibilities to 
the bargaining problem that are not conceivable in the static analog. More 
specifically, agent t may obtain from young agent t + 1 extra resources if he 
can persuade him that next period he will in turn be compensated by agent 
t + 2 and so on. This case is illustrated by the “chocolate bar” example due 
to Shell [S]. The possibility of such trades is what may prevent competitive 
barter allocations from being Pareto optimal. This has given rise to the 
recent body of literature2 emphasizing the role of fiat money (as a store of 
value) in implementing Pareto-optimal allocations in infinite-horizon 
overlapping-generations economies. 

Let us assume that there is full information, that is, every agent knows 
the preferences and endowments of all future generations. A trade proposal 
from agent 0 to agent 1 consists of a sequence of net trades. The proposed 
consumption allocation will not be acceptable to agent 1 if there exists a 
subset of future agents that by forming a coalition can improve upon this 
allocation. Let agent f be the first member of this blocking coalition. Given 
full information, agent f - 1 would not accept the proposed consumption 
allocation because he knows that it will not be accepted by agent J: The 
sequential structure of the model imposes that only those allocations that 
are acceptable for all unborn generations can be acceptable for any two 
coexisting agents.3 The main point is that even though the whole sequence 
of contracts cannot be “signed” today, any two coexisting rational agents 
will behave as if these contracts could actually be agreed upon by all 
agents. It is in this sense that we find it justifiable to talk of “coalitions.” 

DEFINITION 7. A coalition is a non-empty connected subset S of the set 
of all agents (0, 1, 2,...), that is, if t and t + k belong to S, t + r belongs to S 
too, r = 1, 2 ,..., k - 1. 

* See, for instance, Balasko and Shell [l], Cass, Okuno, and Zilcha [2], Mill&n [6], and 
Wallace [9]. 

3 This behaviour can be related to the “absence of trust” analysed by Gale 141. Here, 
agents do not violate future contracts undertaken by themselves, but realize that some con- 
tracts might be unacceptable to unborn agents. 
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DEFINITION 8. An allocation T is blocked by coalition 5’ if there exists 
another allocation c such that 

(i) it is feasible for coalition S, i.e., c:- i + c: = w;.- i + w: for all t E S, 
and 

(ii) u,(c,) 2 u,(C,) for all t E S, with at least strict inequality for agent 
4; f=min{t/tcS). 

DEFINITION 9. The core of an economy is the set of all aliocations that 
are feasible and not blocked by any coalition. 

4. THE CORE IN OVERLAPPING-GENERATIONS EWN~MIES 

PROPOSITION 1. Let c be a consumption allocation in the core. The,, 
allocation c satisfies the following properties: 

(i) Pareto optimality; 
(ii ) irzdividual rationality; and 

(iii) time-wise individual rationality. 

Proof: Conditions (i) and (ii) are rather obvious and need no further 
comments. Let us concentrate on property (iii). 

Assume that the consumption allocation c does not satisfy property (iii), 
that is, for some agent r we have that either 

u,(w;, c;+l) > u,(q., es+‘) (1) 

or 

u,(c;, w;+ ‘) > u,(c;, c;+ ‘). (2) 

Let us consider first inequality (1). In that case, the coalition formed by 
all t > Y with the allocation X, 

x, = c, for all t # r - 1, r, 

.~,-,=(C:~f,W:-l), 

and 

x, = (w;, C;+‘): 

will block allocation c. Allocation x is feasible and is strictly preferred by 
the first member of the blocking coalition. Thus, the consumption 
allocation c cannot belong to the core. 
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Consider now inequality (2). In such case, the coalition formed by all 
t < Y with the allocation x, 

X,=C, for all t #Y, Y + 1, 

xr= (c;, WFfl), and x,, 1 = (w:z:, c:::X 

will block allocation c. Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY 1. Let there be one commodity per period, n = 1. Then the 
core of this economy only contains the initial endowments allocation sequence 
if it is Pareto optimal otherwise it is empty.4 

ProoJ By Proposition 1 an allocation is in the core only if it is TIR. It 
is immediate that for n = 1, the only feasible allocation that is TIR is the 
initial endowments allocation itself. Thus, the core is empty except when 
the initial endowments allocation sequence w  is PO. Q.E.D. 

Assumption 2. u, is weakly separable in the consumption bundles of 
each period, i.e., u,(c:, c:“) = cp,(u~(c~), u:+‘(c:+ ‘)), for t = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 

PROPOSITION 2. Let preferences satisfy Assumptions 1 and 2. A Pareto- 
optimal allocation c is in the core if and only if it is time-wise individually 
rational. 

Proof. That time-wise individual rationality is necessary has already 
been proven in Proposition 1. Let us prove sufficiency. We can start by 
noting that by Assumption 2 all TIR allocations are also individually 
rational. Let us consider now an allocation c that is PO and TIR. Assume 
that there is a coalition S with an allocation x blocking c. Let f be the first 
member of this blocking coalition. Since allocation c is TIR, 

u/(c;, c{+l) 3 U~WJ, c;+ 1). 

Being the first member of coalition S, the following inequality must hold: 

By Assumptions 1 and 2, these inequalities imply that 

4 A similar result has been obtained by Hendricks, Judd, and Kovenock [5]. 
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For finite coalitions and following the same steps as before, we have for 
the last member Z, 

uk$ Cl [+l) 3 u,(xj, w;+ ‘) 3 z&;, c;+ ‘1. 

Thus, allocation y such that 

Yc = ct for all t<,f and t>Z, 

Yt =x* for all t, f< t < I, 

Yf’ Cc{, x$’ l), and y, = ax:, C:+l) 

is feasible and ut( y,) 9 u,(c,) with strict inequality at least for agen 
obtain a contradiction with the hypothesis that allocation c is P 
extension to the case of coalitions with infinite agents is straightfo 

5. EQUILIBRIUM ALLOCATIONS AND THE CQRE OF THE ECONOMY 

Let us first introduce further restrictions on consumer preferences. 

Assumption 3. U, has strictly positive first-order partial derivatives an 
is strictly quasi-concave, t = 0, 1, 2 ,... 

Consumers can buy or sell at current and perfectly foreseen future 
market prices. Let p’.’ denote the price of commodity i (i= I,..., n) in p 
t (I= 1, 2 ,... ), p’ denote the vector (a’,‘,..., p@)~ R”, -L, and p the 
sequence (p’, p”,...). We shall normalize by fixing ~“3’ = 1. Let P be the set 
of such sequences of present prices, P = (p/p’*’ = 1 }. 

Each consumer chases his lifetime consumption pattern by solving 

Max u,(c:) 

subject to p;. CA d p:. wi + m for t= 0, 

where rn is a finite real number; and 

Max u,(c:, c;+ ‘) 

subject top’.c:+pr+‘.c:+‘~p’.w:+p’+‘.w:+’. 

We shall denote by fI(pt,pf+‘, 1~~) the demand vector resulting from 
agent’s f, t = 1,2,..., maximization program. Similarly, fA(p’, wk, m] is the 
demand vector corresponding to agent t = 0. 

DEFINITION 10. Let w  E W be a sequence of positive endowments and m 
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a finite real number. A competitive equilibrium associated with w  E W is a 
real number m, a sequence of strictly positive commodity prices p E P, and 
a consumption allocation sequence c E C such that 

(i) c, =fr(pf,pf+l, w,), t = 1, 2 ,..., and cA=fA(p’, WA, m) for t =O; 
and 

(ii) f:-l(p’-l, p*, w,-~) + f:(p’, pf+l, w,) = wipI + w:, t = 2, 3 ,..., 
and fh(p’, wh, m) +fi(p’, p2, wI) = WA + wt. 

We shall say that an equilibrium is a “barter” equilibrium when m = 0 
and that it is a “monetary” equilibrium otherwise. 

By adding the budget constraints it is easy to obtain that in equilibrium 

p’.(w:-c:)=p’+‘.(c:+‘-w:+‘)=m, t = 1, 2,... . (3) 

We can thus interpret m as the constant nominal value of “money” 
purchases (normalized with respect to p”l) associated with this 
equilibrium. From another point of view we can say that m is the nominal 
amount of “money” we have to endow with agent t = 0 in order to sustain 
this consumption allocation as a “monetary” equilibrium, together with the 
market price sequence p. 

The existence of competitive equilibria has already been proven by 
Balasko and Shell [S]’ as well as the proposition that competitive 
allocations are weakly Pareto optimal. For given w  E W we shall have in 
general different equilibria associated with different values for m and price 
sequences p E P. Moreover, for m = 0, there always exists an equilibrium 
price sequence p E P associated with every sequence of endowments w  E W 
[ 1, Proposition 3.101. 

Taking into account Assumption 2, for a competitive equilibrium m and 
price sequence p, the sequence of equilibrium consumption allocations can 
be obtained from the following maximization program: 

maximize II:( subject to pt. ci 6 p’ . w: - m, 

and 

maximize v:+‘(c:+‘), subject to p’+‘.c:+l 

< p’+‘.w:+‘+m, t = 1, 2,... . 

Let us define the indirect utility function of agent t as 

u,=cp,(h:(p’,p’.w:-mm), h:+l(pt+l,pt+l.~:+l +m)). (4) 

5 Balasko and Shell [l] consider barter equilibria only. Yet the proof can be extended to 
monetary equilibria, as in Mill& [6]. 
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By Assumption 3 hi is strictly decreasing and h ; + l is strictly increasing in 
m. 

If agent t remains at his initial endowments he obtains a utility level 

u,=cp,(u;(w;), u:+‘(w:+‘)). 

Let us now consider the following maximization program: 

maximize p’. w: - p’c; 

subject to u;(c;) 3 u:(w;) for I = 1, I!,..., 

and 

maximizep’+‘w:+‘-p’+‘c;+’ 

subject to u:+~(c:+~)~~:+~(w:+~) for t = 0, 1, 2,... . 

Let the solution to this program be the sequence C. We can now define 

b; = pf. w: - p’. C;(p’, w;) 

and 

b’fl - -P f+i. 
I 

w’+l 
t -P 

By Assumption 3, we have that 

t,‘+3 
I (w 

;+s) = u;+“(c;+“) for s = 0, 1, and t = 0, 3, 2 ,...) 

and 

b’+S>O I > s=o, 1, t=o, 1,2 )... . 

The real numbers b;+S (s = 0, 1) can be interpreted as the maximum 
amount of “income” that agent t is willing to pay in order to be allowed 
access to the market in period t +s. We shall thus call b;+, the value cf 
market access for agent t in period t + s, at market prices pf+‘. 

We can now express the utility level associated with initial endowments 
as a function of market prices and the value of market access in the periods 
each egent is alive. Therefore, 

u,(~,)=cp~(h:(p’,p’~ w;-b;), h;+‘(p’+“,p’+’ .w;+l -b;+“)). (51 

For equilibrium consumption allocations, we can restate the definition of 
time-wise individual rationality (TIR) by means of the indirect utility 
functions (4) and (5). 

64213912.12 
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Let c be an equilibrium consumption sequence relative to the endow- 
ment sequence w  E W with associated equilibrium m and price sequence 
p E P. Then, allocation c is time-wise individually rational if and only if 

(i) m 6 b:(p’) for t = 1, 2,..., and 
(ii) m> -b:+l(p’+‘) for t=O, 1,2 ,.... 

PROPOSITION 3. Let preferences satisfy Assumptions 2 and 3 and let the 
endowments sequence be w E W. Then, a Pareto-optimal equilibrium con- 
sumption allocation sequence c is in the core if and only if 

-b:+1(p’+1)6m6b:(p’) for t=O, 1,2 ,..., 

where m and p are the associated equilibrium values of nominal money 
purchases and price sequence. 

ProojI For Pareto-optimum allocations that can be supported by 
appropriate m and price sequence p, simply apply the above restatement of 
TIR. Q.E.D. 

From Proposition 3 the following corollaries are straightforward. 

COROLLARY 2. Let c be a Pareto-optimal consumption allocation 
sequence that can be supported as a barter competitive equilibrium. Then, 
allocation c is in the core.6 

ProoJ Barter competitive equilibria are associated with m = 0. Thus, 
the condition established in Proposition 3 is always satisfied. Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY 3. Let n = 1. Then the core consists only of those Pareto- 
optimal allocations that are barter competitive equilibria. 

ProoJ For n= 1, b:=b:+‘=O for t=O, 1,2,... . By Proposition 3 only 
PO allocations that can be implemented as competitive equilibria with 
m = 0 (barter) can be in the core. 

Corollary 3 parallels Corollary 1 but using the characterization of core 
allocations introduced in Proposition 3. 

6 But Chae [3, Theorem l] has proven that when blocking coalitions are restricted to have 
a finite number of members even the non-Pareto-optimal Walrasian allocations belong to the 
bounded core. 
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6. THE EXISTENCE OF CORE ALLOCATIONS 

We shall now generate examples of empty and non-empty cores by 
choosing appropriate distributions of the given aggregate endowments 
between the two agents coexisting in every period. Let us 
aggregate resources available at date t and by W the sequence (W’, a*,,.“). 
We shall assume that the sequence W is bounded from above and bounded 
below away from zero. Given a sequence of aggregate endowments @, we 
shall denote by IV(W) the set of sequences of individual initial endowments 
such that 

w:-I +w;=w’ for t = 1, 2,... . 

Let C(W) be the set of consumption allocation sequences satisfying 

0) c:,, + c: = W’, t = 1, 2 ,..., and 
(ii) c, is uniformly bounded from below by a strictly positive vector 

y, t = 0, 1, 2 )... . 

Let us consider an economy such that PO allocations exist and that at 
least one PO consumption allocation sequence E belongs to the set G(w), 
i.e., FE C(W). We shall first give an example of economies in which the set 
of core allocations is empty. 

Empty Core 
Balasko and Shell [l] have proven that whilst all PO allocations are 

WPO, the contrary is false, i.e., that all WPO are PO. Consider a WPO 
sequence T, CE C(W), that is not PO. Then, for the initial endowme~t§ 
sequence w  such that 

w, = 2, t = 0, 1, 2,..., 

the core is empty. From Definition 3 it is immediate that in this case the set 
of TIR allocations consists of one element only, namely, the endowment 
allocation sequence itself. But by assumption this is not PO and hence the 
core is empty. Let us now give examples of non-empty cores. 

Non-empty Core 
As before let us restrict to economies for which PO allocations exist and 

at least one PO consumption sequence P E C(W). We have a trivial exam 
of an endowment sequence w  such that the core is non-empty. This is 
case of w  such that 

w,=t, for t = 0, I, 2,... . 

Indeed, in that case P is TIR and PO. Therefore ? is in the core. 
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Let us consider the set IV(?) of the endowments sequences such that 

(i) WE W(W); and 
6) v:- 1 (w:- 1) < vi- l(?;- I) and vj()v;) B v;(i.:), t = 1, 2,... . 

Since ? E C(G), by Assumption 3, the set w(P) will have more than one 
element. In fact, this set will contain the intersection of the separating 
hyperplanes and the set of feasible consumption allocations. Let the endow- 
ments sequence w  E W(2). Then, by construction, 2 is TIR and PO, thus i. 
the core. Moreover, since C E C(W) and by Assumption 3, there exist en 
ment sequences tzI E W(E) such that 

u:-I(~:--)~u:~*(~):-,) and v:(P:) 2 v:(E?;) for t = 1, 2,..., 

with strict inequality at least for some finite number of agents. 

7. CORE ALLOCATIONS AND MONETARY EQUILIBRIA 

By Corollary 2 we have established that all PO allocations that can be 
implemented as barter competitive equilibria are in the core. It seems now 
of interest to analyse whether Pareto-optimal monetary equilibria (m > 0) 
can be in the core. In Section 6 we have shown that given a PO con- 
sumption allocation sequence ? the set IV(?) contains all the e~d~wrne~t 
sequences for which F is in the core. Let fi be the sequence of supporting 
prices. The problem we are now concerned with is whether there exist an 
endowment sequence GE W(c”) and a strictly positive fmite real num 
such that ? is a monetary equilibrium supported by prices $ and & and 
belongs to the core. Yet, a prior question arises about the implementability 
of PO aliocations as monetary equilibria. 

DEFINITION 11. Let W be the sequence of aggregate endowments, c a 
Pareto-optimal allocation, and p the associated supporting prices. A 
Pareto-optimal allocation c will be said to be weakly i~?~plernentab~e as a 
monetary competitive equilibrium (WIMP) if there exist a distribution of 
aggregate endowments w  E IV(W) and a strictly positive finite real number 
m such that c can be obtained as a monetary competitive equilibrium 
(Definition 10). 

We shall now show that not all PO aliocations are WIME. But before 
going into this result let us mention a propositi ue to Balasko an 
[I] that gives a complete characterization of 
the associated sequence of supporting prices. 
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Assumption 4 (Balasko and Shell). Let c be a PO allocation su 
ted by the price sequence p. Then assume that: 

(a) The Gaussian curvature at every point on consumer t’s indif- 
ference surface through c, is uniformly bounded from above. 

(b) The Gaussian curvature of consumer t9s indifference surface 
through c, at avery point y = ( yO,..., y,,...) such that (9 < y;+ I < c; + r + c:: i, 
for t=Q, l,...) and Ody;dc;+c;-,, for P= 1, 2,..., is uniformly bounded 
away from 0. 

(c) There exists a constant P (independent of t) such that 

for s = t, t + 1; i = 1, 2 ,..., n; and t = I, 2 ,... . Furthermore, there exists a con- 
stant p’ (independent of t) such that 

for i = I ,..., n; and t = 1, 2 ,... 
(d) The sequence c is bounded from above. 
(e) The sequence c is bounded from below by a strictly positive vec- 

tor. 

Their result [ 1, Proposition 5.61 is the following. Under Assumptions 3 
and 4, the WPO consumption allocation sequence c is PO if and only if 

In view of (61, it is obvious that 

Lim inf (lp’ll = 0 (71 r-m 

is a sufficient condition for Pareto optimality. Yet, no P consumption 
allocation satisfying (7) is WIME. 

PROPOSITION 4. Let consumer preferences satisfy Assumptions 3 and 4 
and let c be a PO corzsumption allocarion sequence with supporting prices p. 
Then, c is weakly implementable as a monetary equilibrium if and only if the 
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sequence p is uniformly bounded from below by a strictly positive scalar, A, 
i.e., 

Lim inf IIp’I\ 2 A > 0. 
t-+m 

Proof Consider the sequence c and the associated’ sequence of sup- 
porting hyperpianes defined by 

p’.c;-, = K’, t = 1, 2,..., (8) 

with ~j=W~-c;-~. This consumption allocation will be WIME if we can 
find a sequence of initial endowments w  E W(W) and a strictly positive finite 
m such that 

pf.cjP,=p’*w:-,+m, t = 1, 2,..., 

that is, 

pf.w:-I=K’-m. (9) 

Therefore our problem is finding a value of m for which the sequence of 
hyperplanes (9) intersects the set of feasible endowment allocations, i.e., 

o<w;-,<w’, Wf=Wf-W;-l for t = 1, 2,... . 

Let d’(m) be the distance between the hyperplanes defined by (8) and (9), 
that is, 

d’(m) = &, t = 1, 2,..., 

and 6’ the distance between the hyperplane (8) and the origin, that is, 

K’ 
6’ = IIP’II ’ 

t = 1, 2,... . 

The necessary and sufficient condition for the sequence of hyperplanes (9) 
to intersect the set of feasible endowments allocations (i.e., c be WIME) is 
that for some rk, O=c~drii< +a, 

d’(fi) < 6’ 

and this implies that 

fi < K’ = 6’. IIp’jl for t = 1, 2,... . 
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By Assumption 4 ((d) and (e)) 6’ is bounded from above and from below 
away from 0, so that there exist q and Q such that 

Thus, 

O<q<Liminf 6’6Limsup 6’6Q< $-co. 
t--too t-m 

If Lim inf, _ o. IIp’ll = 0, there is no strictly positive 65 satisfying the 
necessary and sufficient condition for c to be WIME. 

If Lim inf, ~ o3 lj~~ll = A> 0, for any r% such that 0 < ti < q. A. the sequence 
of hyperplanes p’. w:- 1 = R - 63 intersects the set of feasible endowment 
allocations. Therefore, for any endowment allocation G in this intersection, 
c can be obtained as a monetary equilibrium supported by p and e 

This is depicted in Fig. 1. 
Let us finally examine whether monetary equilibria can belong to the 

core. In order to give a precise meaning to the discussion of this point let 
us introduce the following definition. 

DEFINITION 12. We shall say that a consumption allocation sequence c 
is weakly in the core (WC) if there exists an endowments sequence 
w  E W(W) such that c is in the core. 

period t + 1 

agentt t 1 

FIGURE 1 
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PROPOSITLON 5. Under Assumptions 2, 3, and 4, all PO consumption 
allocation sequences ? supported by @ that are WIME are also WC. In other 
words, let 2 be WIME for some w E W(W) and m, then there exist GE W(W) 
and ti such that t belongs to the core and can be attained as a monetary 
equilibrium supported with ji and rk 

Prooj Let P be WIME, i.e., for all m < q. /z the intersection of the 
sequence of hyperplanes p*. w:-i = K’-m, t = 1,2,..., with the set W(W) is 
non-empty. In Section 6 we have shown that the set of endowments 
allocation sequences for which t belongs to the core is W(2). Obviously, 
W(i’) c W(W). The point now is whether there exists &, 0 < ti < q. 2, such 
that the intersection of the sequence of hyperplanes pf * wi- I = K’ - ti and 
W(t) is non-empty. Then for any endowments sequence G belonging to this 
intersection E is in the core and can be implemented as a monetary 
equilibrium supported by h and prices b. 

We shall work for convenience with wi, w: = W’- w:- i. Define the 
following maximization program: 

max 8’. w: subject to u:(w:) < v;(C:) and w: E W(W) 
w 

for t = 1, 2,... . 

Let S:, t = 1, 2 ,..., be a solution to this problem and denote by #z’ 

fi’ = jy . q _ jj’ . ;;. 

Since E is in the strict interior of W(W) (Assumption 4(e)) and preferences 
are strictly quasi-concave (Assumption 3) we have that C? > 0, t = 1,2,... . 
Moreover, by Assumption 4(b) there exists some y > 0 such that 

Liminf Cz’ay>O. 
I’cc 

Therefore, for any ti, 0 < riz 6 y, the intersection of the sequence of hyper- 
planes 6’. w: = d’. ?: + H’!Z with the set W(e) is non-empty. Q.E.D. 

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper we have explored the set of core allocations in an overlap- 
ping-generations economy and have found that the set of competitive 
equilibria is not a subset of the core. Moreover, the set of core allocations 
might be empty. One may think that the core is small because in the 
economy we have described each period is essentially unconnected with the 
collateral periods. Indeed, goods are perishable and the allocation arrived 
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at in any date f imposes no physical restrictions on the allocations that can 
be agreed upon at any future date. Moreover, since individual utility 
functions are separable, today’s agreements have no influence on the utility 
level that can be obtained tomorrow. Let us briefly examine the possibility 
of enlarging the core by diminishing this independence between periods. An 
obvious way of establishing links across periods is by dropping 
Assumption 2, i.e., time-separability of utility functions. Yet we have 
proven in Proposition 1 that TIR is a necessary condition for belonging to 
the core. Therefore, dispensing with Assumption 2 will not enlarge the core. 
Another possibility is to drop the assumption that goods are perishable. 
Under non-perishability, the main difference is that stocks can be carried 
over from one period to the next. Let us focus on period t. Agent t - l’s 
resources may now be larger than his current endowments, but this is 
indistinguishable from the case in which agent t - 1 has more endowments 
when old. As for agent t, the possibility of storing may reduce but never 
increase the implicit losses associated with blocking. Thus, the core cannot 
be larger than that under perishability. It might be interesting to explore 
the case of productive economies in which some inputs (capital goods) are 
owned by the old generation and some (labour) by the young one. 

Mendricks, Judd, and Kovenock [5] show that in one-good economies if 
only finite-member coalitions are allowed the core consists of the endow- 
ment allocation. For an n-goods economy the core will consist of all those 
consumption allocation sequences that are WP8 and TIR. Itowever, this is 
not an interesting way of enlarging the core, for at least two reasons. A first 
objection is the following. Let c and c’ be two WP69 consumption 
allocation sequences such that c can be obtained from c’ by means of a 
sequence of Pareto improving transfers. One tinds it difhcult to accept that 
allocation c’ cannot be blocked by allocation c. Yet, this is the case when 
we restrict to finite-member coalitions.7 The second point worth mention- 
ing is that none of the allocations that this assumption permits including in 
the core is Pareto optimal. Thus, the fact that some Pareto-optimal 
monetary equilibria might not be in the core remains completely unaffec- 
ted. 

One can argue that in this model agents have some sort of “limited” 
rationality. Agents find it advantageous to “print their own money.” But 
they should realize that their money will in turn be refused next period. 
This argument, however, can be reversed in the following way. Agents 
refuse current money because they realize that it will not be accepted by 
future generations. Being “generous” with old people today does not con- 
tribute anything to induce the next generation to be generous tomorrow. In 

’ Balasko and Shell have proven [l, Lemma 5.41 ?hat if agent t receives a non-zero tram- 
fer, so do agents t + 1. t + 2 ,... 
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other words, selfish rational agents have no reason for trusting future 
generations. Therefore, it seems that a promising way for enlarging the core 
is to introduce institutions that make trust a desirable behaviour for selfish 
rational agents. 
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